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During the past decades, algorithms have become ubiquitous actors in the global economy as well as
our social and material worlds. Slowly but surely we have entered the age of algorithmic cultures which,
following Daniel Dennett’s (2017) analysis, affords the possibility of the transmission of material and
social culture through language into the cultural arena in which cultural artefacts take on agency. In
education studies, algorithmic cultures signal a shift away from the centrality of individual or social
concerns and toward the complex relations between the human and nonhuman agencies that proliferate
in our digitally networked activities. Research in this context is likely to foreground what algorithms do
rather than what they describe or analyse, and recant calls for critical studies in this area have highlighted
the need for multi-faceted approaches that examine both the production of software and code, and their
influence ‘in the world’ (Kitchin, 2017: 25). Educational concerns are growing, where critical research
has the capacity to surface the ‘cultural and political tendencies that are enfolded in the drive for
efficiency that pervades institutional education’ (Knox, 2015: 5).
Just a few months before this talk, Petar Jandrić, Jeremy Knox, Hamish Macleod and Christine
Sinclair published a co-edited Special Issue of E-learning and Digital Media entitled ‘Learning in the
age of algorithmic cultures’ which explores some of these issues. Throughout the five papers in this
Special Issue, the authors used various approaches: analytical, historical, numerical and even fictional.
Such richness and variety of resources may indicate lack of maturity of educational data science; it may
also point towards a deeper postdisciplinary logic in the field (see Jandrić, 2016 and 2017). As a new
research area, studies of algorithms and learning carry potentials to confirm our existing ideas and
surprise us with fresh insights; to destroy old dogmas and create new ones. In this session, Petar Jandrić
will briefly present editors’ initial ideas behind the Special Issue, analyse authors’ response, and point
toward future research opportunities in the field. The presentation will be followed by an informal
discussion.
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